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Over-the-counter trading service you can trust



Premium service for businesses, sophisticated investors, high-net-worth individuals and institutions.







Contact the OTC desk


We will get back to you within one business day.





By submitting this form you are confirming that you have read and agree with our Privacy Policy and Terms & conditions. This site is protected by the Google Privacy Policy and Terms of Service apply.
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By submitting this form you are confirming that you have read and agree with our Privacy Policy and Terms & conditions. This site is protected by the Google Privacy Policy and Terms of Service apply.











Execute large orders with confidence



Our over-the-counter desk provides execution and settlement services that are discreet, secure and ultra-competitive.



















Smooth onboarding


We offer dedicated support to help onboard individuals, trusts and corporations.











Competitive pricing


Receive fast all-inclusive quotes and avoid price slippage when placing large trade-volume orders.





























Fast settlements


Our expert traders ensure timely and professional trade execution, with the majority of orders settled on the same day.
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How to trade Over-The-Counter in 3 steps



Our over-the-counter desk provides execution and settlement services that are discreet, secure and
ultra-competitive.



















Book a call



Book a call using the contact form above and one of our experienced team members will contact you to discuss your specific trading requirements.










Pass KYB



Collect the required documents. We ll guide you through the verification process and help you with every step oт the way.










Start traiding easily



Enjoy trades are settled on the same day.







































































































Access personalised service



Buy, sell and swap all major cryptocurrencies. Whether you’re looking to trade €20,000 or €10+ million, professional trading experts will help execute your order seamlessly.




























Deep liquidity






Our OTC leverages extensive global and local networks, facilitating large cryptocurrency and stablecoin trades ranging from €20,000 to €10+ million in size.




























Fast settlements







Trade crypto in EUR discreetly, securely and quickly. Trades are typically settled on the same day.














Professionals







Access our team of veteran traders for expert support throughout your entire trading journey.














Direct access







From your initial conversation to your first trade - you’ll have a direct line to our OTC trading experts.



































Trading Crypto







Our OTC supports stablecoins and all major crypto assets, including those outside of what’s listed on our order book exchange.














On call






We are always in touch.










What is OTC crypto trading?



OTC stands for over-the-counter and is often referred to as off-exchange trading. OTC trading is not specific to crypto, and is an essential feature of most tradable markets.


Usually, an agent or broker is used to bring buyers and sellers together. This differs from on-exchange trading, where many buyers and sellers can post their own price levels on an order book and wait for an opposing buyer/seller to trade with them at their posted price.









Protecting your assets is our top priority


No commingling of customer funds: We keep client assets completely separate from our own.














1:1 reserves



We maintain a full 1:1 reserve of all client fiat and crypto assets. We hold the vast majority of crypto assets in secure offline cold storage, protected in underground vaults with maximum security.













Audited



Our balanced books carry no debt and undergo annual external audits which verify all client-held fiat and crypto balances in custody.













Segregated funds



We maintain complete segregation of all client assets to ensure that when you need to make a withdrawal you can. We keep your assets safe. That is our promise.
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Your request has been sent


We will get
back to you within one business day.



Got it




























